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Abstract

Shaped metal deposition (SMD) is a novel technology for building near-net-shaped components by successive layer deposition using a
welding machine. The SMD rig consists of a robot with a tungsten inert gas welding torch and manipulator, both of which are housed
inside a sealed chamber. A series of walls were made from Ti–6Al–4V alloy by SMD and the heat transfer problem during layer depo-
sition was analysed in all cases. The specimens were built using a wide range of process parameters (number of layers, layer height, wire
feed rate, travel speed, heat input, etc.) and wall dimensions. During the fabrication process, the SMD built part is subjected repeatedly
to high temperature gradients and high heating and cooling rates, resulting in a unique morphology and microstructures usually not
observed in conventional fabrication techniques. A finite-element model for the thermal analysis of this deposition process was con-
structed. The aims of this study are, firstly, to correlate the predicted temperature field to experimental observations to validate the
numerical model of this complex process; and secondly, to explain on the basis of the computed temperature and temperature rate
the appearance of characteristic microstructures on the top of the walls, and in the substrate and intermediate region.
� 2012 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Shaped metal deposition (SMD) is a near-net-shape
rapid prototyping system patented by Rolls-Royce plc [1].
It is particularly useful to the aerospace industry for build-
ing components out of titanium alloys. This study deals
with deposition of Ti–6Al–4V alloy, which is of great inter-
est to builders of aerospace components. The SMD rig con-
sists of a robot with a tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding
head housed within a sealed chamber filled with argon.
The gas purity in the chamber is 99.999% to prevent the
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substrate, electrode and component from reacting with
atmospheric gases.

SMD allows a complex component to be built directly
from its computer-aided design (CAD) model with mini-
mum finishing operations. The welding robot creates the
component from the base up in a layer-wise fashion, depos-
iting material along the CAD-dictated path without the
need for support structures. The temperature field devel-
oped during SMD is a function of many welding parame-
ters, such as the arc power, welding speed, welding
sequences and environmental conditions [2]. The accuracy
in the component depends on the thermal stresses induced
during the welding process. The appropriate control of
heat transfer during material deposition reduces residual
stresses and hence component distortion. Process parame-
ters that give rise to successfully manufactured components
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are usually determined experimentally by trial and error, a
very costly and time-consuming procedure.

Computational welding mechanics (CWM) is an alter-
native for determining the influence of process parameters
on heat transfer during welding processes [3,4]. Heat trans-
fer in CWM is modelled by a strongly non-linear partial
differential equation that has to be solved at each time step
until the end of the process. The use of an explicit time-step
scheme is discouraged for phase-change heat transfer equa-
tions [5–8]; therefore, the heat transfer equation must be
solved iteratively at each time step. A robust phase-change
model should be used to ensure the convergence of the iter-
ative solution at each computation step [9].

SMD poses several particular challenges to CWM. On
the one hand, to model the moving welding heat source
accurately, the source traversing through any cross-section
to the welding path should be made in several time steps.
Taking into account the typical source dimensions and tra-
vel speeds, this requires time steps as small as 0.1seconds.
On the other hand, a typical component usually consists
of tens to hundreds of deposited layers, so the simulation
should span up to several hours with a very small time step
in order to predict the final state of the component.

Concerning spatial discretization, the modelling of the
temperature gradient across the thickness of the last depos-
ited layers requires a fine mesh in the thickness direction.
Together with the large number of required time steps, this
prevents the use of a three-dimensional (3-D) model for
SMD. In fact, most of the numerical 3-D models of metal
deposition processes available in the literature [10–14]
assume a simplified rectangular geometry for the cross-sec-
tion of each layer and the mesh refinement along the layer
thickness is not enough to ascertain the steep temperature
variation in the last deposited layers. The 3-D finite-element
model of SMD developed by Anca et al. [15], in which the
geometry of each layer is properly described, restricted the
analysis to the deposition of only four layers with a poor
mesh refinement along the thickness of the deposited layers.
Most of these 3-D models were, however, focused on the
determination of the distortion of the component giving sat-
isfactory results when compared to experiments.

Therefore, the high computational cost of transient 3-D
models makes 2-D simplified models very popular for
heat-transfer analysis in metal deposition. Hence, a 2-D
cross-sectional model is generally used and a typical section
normal to the deposition path is analysed. In a previous
paper, we demonstrated the satisfactory behaviour of 2-D
cross-sectional models in comparison to full 3-D models
for the analysis of the heat transfer induced by an SMD
welding heat source [16]. Similar conclusions are found in
previous works on thermal analysis of welding processes
[17–20]. Recently, Barsoum and Lundbäck [21] remarked
that 2-D models with dense meshes resolve the heat-
affected zone (HAZ) and the fusion zone (FZ) better than
do 3-D models, for which the use of dense meshes is pres-
ently uneconomical. This is in accordance with the obser-
vations by Lindgren [22], who stated that 3-D models
remain too computer-intensive to be accurate for multipass
welding.

Kelly [23] and Kelly and Kampe [24] created a 2-D
cross-section model for laser deposition of Ti–6Al–4V,
using the finite-difference method to discretize the spatial
domain. They assumed a rectangular cross-section for each
layer, probably because of the lack of versatility of the
finite-difference method for representing non-rectangular
geometries. Additionally, Charles and Järvstråt [25] used
the 2-D cross-section model for heat transfer analysis in a
process similar to SMD. In this case, the finite-element
method was used and the geometry of the cross-section
of each layer was properly represented. Further, an ade-
quately dense mesh was observed. Unfortunately, this
work focused on the prediction of microstructure and did
not include additional details on the thermal model.

The present work develops a complete model for the
determination of the thermal field along the entire SMD
process, including the so-called TIG-wash steps consisting
of passes of the welding torch without filling material to
pre-heat the substrate before deposition. The analysis is
extended until the temperature of the entire component
becomes low enough to ensure that the material does not
suffer additional microstructural changes. The model is
used to study the influence of the main process parameters
on the thermal field, specifically on the prediction of the
top cupola of deposited Ti–6Al–4V walls where a steep
change in microstructure is observed [26,2].

The classical double-ellipsoidal welding heat source
model [27] is used to represent the TIG-wash steps and
the deposition of the first layer, as is usually performed
in the literature for welding without filler material or a
single-pass welding. Based on observations of the shape
of the liquid pool on subsequent layers, the double-ellipsoi-
dal heat source model is replaced by a constant heat power
density throughout the newly added material and the
thermal conductivity is increased artificially, as is usually
performed for modelling improved heat transfer by convec-
tion. Additionally, based on observations, and unique to
this model, we assume that the melt flowing onto the pre-
viously deposited material is the preferred heat carrier
and, consequently, the conductivity should be increased
mainly in this direction. Both improvements contribute to
the optimal modelling of the liquid pool using a heat con-
duction model, i.e. without the high cost of modelling the
melt flow.

The results of this model, i.e. the temperature history at
each point of the entire component along the SMD pro-
cess, allows us to explain important microstructural fea-
tures, such as the top cupola, whose microstructure
differs considerably from that of the lower layers, as well
as the absence of martensite, contrary to the results
reported in the literature for TIG-welding of Ti–6Al–4V
using techniques such as spot welding [28] and pulsed-
current welding [29,30]. In fact, although high cooling rates
are observed during the deposition of the first layers (as
observed for one-pass welding), this zone is reheated by



Table 1
Geometrical data and process parameters used to build the selected
samples.

Sample 21 22 23 24 35 50

Thickness [mm] 9.45 9.49 8.75 9.87 9.67 19.80
Side length [mm] 140 140 140 140 140 100
Total height [mm] 70 70 70 70 70 25
Number of TIG-wash passes 3 3 3 3 3 6
Number of layers 70 87 87 70 70 50
Current during TIG-wash [A] 140 140 140 140 140 130
Current during deposition [A] 182.5 164.7 163.4 183.2 182.5 221.4
Current [A] 182.5 164.7 163.4 183.2 182.5 221.4
Voltage [V] 12.8 11.2 11.6 12.4 12.8 11.5
Wire feed rate [mm min�1] 2200 1400 1800 2400 2200 770
Welding velocity [mm min�1] 250 250 300 300 300 100
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the deposition of the subsequent layers and the martensite
that could be formed during these early stages is completely
dissolved. In the final layers, which do not suffer reheating,
the cooling rate is less than that of the first layers, which
may explain the absence of martensite.

2. SMD test specimens

Fig. 1 shows a sample component of Ti–6Al–4V alloy
made by SMD with the shape addressed in this work:
square tubes with different dimensions built by varying
the main process parameters (arc current and voltage,
welding speed, wire feed rate, number of layers) over a wide
range, as shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2 depicts etched cross-sections of optical macro-
graphs taken from the walls of the parts selected for this
study. In all of them, we can distinguish a top region with
fine a lamellae within a b matrix, as well as a bottom region
characterized by the presence of bands parallel to the base
with coarser a phase lamellae. The top region represents
the area where the peak temperature exceeded the b-tran-
sus temperature Tb during the last pass [26]. In other
words, this top region embodies the FZ consisting of the
material whose peak temperature has exceeded the solidus
temperature TS plus the HAZ where the maximal temper-
ature ranges between Tb and TS.

Prediction of this region is one of the main objectives of
the present work. To this end, the evolution of tempera-
tures within the domain consisting of the base plate (also
Ti–6Al–4V in this case) and the wall, which grows gradu-
ally layer by layer along the deposition process, will be
computed.

3. Heat transfer problem in SMD

The problem to be solved is written as follows: find the
temperature field T = T(x,y, t) at any point (x,y) 2 X(t)
and for any time instant t 2 (t0, tF] that satisfies the tran-
sient heat conduction equation:
Fig. 1. Square cylinder produced by SMD.
@H
@t
� div ðk grad T Þ ¼ q 8ðx; yÞ 2 XðtÞ; ð1Þ

where H = H(T) is the enthalpy, k = k(T) is the thermal
conductivity tensor and q = q(x,y, t) is the heat source (in
our case the welding torch). The domain X(t) is evolving
in time because of the material deposition. The problem
definition is completed by the initial condition:

T ðx; y; t0Þ ¼ T 0ðx; yÞ 8ðx; yÞ 2 Xðt0Þ; ð2Þ
the adiabatic (natural) boundary condition at the symme-
try axis:

grad T � n ¼ 0 8ðx; yÞ 2 CsymðtÞ; t0 < t < tF ; ð3Þ
and the convection/radiation (mixed) boundary condition:

�k grad T �n¼hcrðT �T crÞ 8ðx;yÞ2CcrðtÞ; t0< t< tF ; ð4Þ
where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary and
pointing outwards, hcr = hcr(T) is the convection/radiation
coefficient, Tcr is either the temperature of the surrounding
fluid or that of the radiant body, and t0 and tF are, respec-
tively, the initial and final time of analysis.

The initial temperature T0(x,y) is taken to be equal to
room temperature. The filler material entering the domain
is also considered to be equal to room temperature, and the
welding heat source must be powerful enough to heat and
melt this material. In other words, we adopt T0 equal to
room temperature both for the substrate as well as for
the layers entering the domain. This hypothesis is different
from that used by other authors [10,21,13], who consider
the material in deposited layers to be initially at melting
temperature.

A temperature-based formulation is recovered by defin-
ing the enthalpy function as follows:

HðT Þ ¼
Z T

0

qcp dV þ qLfLðT Þ ð5Þ

where qcp(T) is the heat capacity, qL is the latent heat of
solidification and fL(T) is the liquid volume fraction.

Following Rai et al. [31] and Kelly [32], the liquid
fraction for Ti–6Al–4V is assumed to vary linearly with



Fig. 2. Optical macrographs of cross-sections of selected walls made by SMD (pictures do not have the same scale).
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temperature from the solidus temperature TS to the liqui-
dus temperature TL, i.e.:

fL ¼
0 if T 6 T S

T�T S

T L�T S
if T S < T < T L

1 if T P T L

8><
>: ð6Þ

The latent heat in solid-phase transformations is assumed
to be negligible compared to the latent heat of fusion in
Ti–6Al–4V [33].

Convection effects increase heat transfer within the weld
pool. This effect is modelled by adopting an artificially
increased conductivity for the molten metal equal to 1.5–
10 times the value of the liquid at rest [34–39,33,40]. Some
authors propose using an orthotropic conductivity in the
weld pool; Askari et al. [41] used an orthotropic conductiv-
ity with a higher value along the pool depth to represent
convection effects. In our case, the shape of the FZ in
SMD walls (Fig. 5) suggests that the conductivity must
be increased mainly in the direction tangential to the top
surface of the wall to account for the molten metal pouring
effects (see Section 5.2).

4. Finite-element modelling

The finite-element formulation for the solution of the
heat conduction equation with phase change has been
introduced elsewhere [9]. A brief description is included
here for the sake of completeness.

The time interval of analysis is discretized in a series of
time instants tI 2 [t0, tF], I = 0,1,2, . . . N. At each time
instant tI, a domain XI = X(tI) is considered, which is
assumed frozen during the interval [tI, tI+1). The weak form
of the heat conduction problem, i.e. the initial and bound-
ary value problem defined by Eqs. (1)–(5) and supple-
mented by the constitutive law for enthalpy (Eq. (5)), can
then be written as follows: find T 2 V such thatZ

XI

qcP
@T
@t

w dV þ
Z

XI

k grad T � grad w dV

þ
Z

Ccr
I

hcrðT � T crÞw dV þ @

@t

Z
XI

qLfLw dV

¼
Z

XI

qw dV ; I ¼ 1; 2; . . . N ð7Þ

for all admissible weighting functions w 2 V. The finite-
element space V is built with linearly interpolated triangu-
lar elements covering the domain XI. The finite-element
approximation for the temperature field can be written as:

T ðx; y; tÞ ¼
Xnn

j¼1

Njðx; yÞT jðtÞ ð8Þ

where Tj(t) is the temperature at node j, Nj(x,y) is the shape
function associated with this node and nn is the number of
nodes. The standard (Galerkin) finite-element formulation
assumes further that the weight functions coincide with the
shape functions, yielding:
Z

XI

qcP N iN j dV
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

CI
ij

dT j

dt
þ
Z

XI

k grad N i � grad N j dV
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

KI
ij

T j

þ @

@t

Z
XI

qLfLN i dV
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

LI
i

¼
Z

XI

qN i dV
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

F I ;whs
i

�
Z

Ccr
I

hcrN iðN jT j � T crÞ dV

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
F I ;cr

i

ð9Þ

where CI
ij is the capacitance (or mass) matrix, KI

ij is the con-
ductivity (or stiffness) matrix, LI

i is the latent heat vector,



Fig. 3. Double-ellipsoidal heat source [27].
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F I ;whs
i is the welding heat source vector and F I;cr

i is the con-
vection-radiation heat flux vector.

The capacitance and stiffness matrices and the heat flux
vector are the usual ones in thermal finite-element analysis
and their computation is given in many texts (see e.g. [42]).
The treatment of the welding heat source is detailed in
Section 5.

The latent heat vector is evaluated using the discontinu-
ous integration technique proposed by Fachinotti et al. [9].
Let Xe be a linear triangular finite-element affected by
phase change and containing a solid subdomain Xe

S, a
mushy subdomain Xe

M, and a liquid subdomain Xe
L, i.e.

Xe ¼ Xe
S [ Xe

M [ Xe
L. These sub-regions are easily identified

because the temperature field is linearly interpolated. The
element integral is then computed as the sum of integrals
over each subdomain, within which the integrand varies
smoothly. The contribution to the latent heat vector of
an element Xe affected by phase change is therefore com-
puted as:

Le
i ¼

Z
Xe

qLfLNi dV

¼ qL
Z

Xe
L

N i dV þ qL
Z

Xe
M

N i
N jT j � T S

T L � T S

dV ð10Þ

Conductivity exhibits a jump across the solidification inter-
val when it is artificially increased to model the convection
effects within the weld pool. Hence, it deserves a treatment
similar to that of latent heat. The bulk or effective conduc-
tivity is defined as follows:

kðT Þ ¼ kmðT Þ þ fLðT ÞDkðT Þ ð11Þ
where km denotes molecular conductivity, which coincides
with that of the liquid at rest for T > TL, and Dk is the arti-
ficial increment for convection effects. The effective conduc-
tivity is typically 1.5–10 times the molecular conductivity
and is generally orthotropic. The element conductivity ma-
trix is then computed as follows:

Ke
ij ¼

Z
Xe

km grad N i � grad Nj dV

þ
Z

Xe
M

fLDk grad N i � grad Nj dV

þ
Z

Xe
L

Dk grad Ni � grad Nj dV ð12Þ

The treatment of the artificial increment Dk is further dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.

4.1. Time integration

The fully implicit and unconditionally stable Euler-
backward scheme is used for time integration: once
TI�1 = T(tI�1) is known, TI = T(tI) is determined by solv-
ing the following system of non-linear algebraic equations:

CI
ij

T I
j � T I�1

j

Dt
þ KI

ijT
I
j þ

LI
i � LI�1

i

Dt
¼ F I ;whs

i þ F I;cr
i ð13Þ
where the super-indices I � 1 and I denote evaluation at
times tI�1 and tI, respectively, and Dt = tI � tI�1 is the time
step.

Eq. (13) is highly non-linear, mainly due to the latent
heat term and the jump in conductivity from modelling
the convection effects. An exact Newton–Raphson tech-
nique is used to efficiently solve it. The computation of
the tangent matrix is detailed in a previous work [9].

5. Arc-welding heat source model

The arc-welding heat source is described using the dou-
ble-ellipsoidal model proposed by Goldak et al. [27] and
shown in Fig. 3. The heat input rate density per unit vol-
ume is:

qGoldakðx0;y0;z0Þ ¼ 6
ffiffiffi
3
p

Q
p
ffiffiffi
p
p

ab
�

ff

cf
exp �3 x02

a2 �3 y02

b2 �3 z02

c2
f

� �
if z0> 0

fr
cr

exp �3 x02

a2 �3 y02

b2 �3 z02

c2
r

� �
if z0< 0:

8><
>: ð14Þ

where Q is the total heat input, O0-x0y0z0 is a moving
orthogonal system of coordinates (with origin O0 coincid-
ing with the trace of the torch onto the surface of the weld,
the z0-axis pointing along the welding direction, the x0-axis
lying on the weld surface and the y0-axis defining the
depth), a, b, cf (or cr) are the semi-axes of the front (or rear)
semi-ellipsoid, ff (or fr) is the portion of heat distributed in
the front (or rear) semi-ellipsoid, with ff + fr = 2. Follow-
ing Nguyen et al. [43], we adopt ff/cf = fr/cr to guarantee
the continuity of q(x0,y0,z0) at z0 = 0.

In the 2-D model, the heat flow along the z direction is
assumed negligible, i.e. @T

@z ¼ 0, and the analysis is focused
on a given cross-section at z = 0. This hypothesis is valid
for large Pclet numbers [44,3], defined as:

Pe ¼ V wl
j

ð15Þ

where Vw is the welding speed (see Table 1), l is a charac-
teristic dimension in the welding direction and j is the ther-
mal diffusivity.

Let z(t) be the position of the welding torch relative to
the section of analysis such that z < 0 (or z > 0) before
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(or after) the torch passes through this section; also, let
x � x0 and y � y0, as shown in Fig. 3. Note that z = �z0

for all points within the section of analysis. The heat input
density per unit area at a point (x,y) 2 X � X0 (i.e. within
the substrate) and at any time instant before deposition of
the first layer is:

qðx;y; tÞ¼ 6
ffiffiffi
3
p

Q
p
ffiffiffi
p
p

ab
�

ff

cf
exp �3 x2

a2�3 y2

b2�3 zðtÞ2
c2

f

� �
if zðtÞ< 0

fr
cr

exp �3 x2

a2�3 y2

b2�3 zðtÞ2
c2

r

� �
if zðtÞ> 0:

8><
>:

ð16Þ

This model is appropriate for describing SMD before
deposition, i.e. during the so-called TIG-wash passes, dur-
ing which the substrate is preheated typically using 3–6
passes without filler material. It is also used for represent-
ing deposition of single beads [45,35,46]. Fig. 4 shows a
successful prediction of the weld pool as well as the HAZ
of a single bead specimen of Ti–6Al–4V built by SMD with
the double-ellipsoidal heat source model. The heat input
density rate was scaled to account for the increased volume
of heat deposition (due to the material layers above y = 0)
so that the total heat input rate equals Q [15,47].

When the double-ellipsoidal model is used, accurate
computation of the welding heat source vector F I;whs

i (Eq.
(9)) requires a sufficiently fine mesh: Goldak et al. [48] sug-
gested that approximately four quadratic elements along
each axis are needed to determine the inflection of the
Gaussian surface. When using linear triangular finite ele-
ments, the heat source term can be accurately represented
by setting the number of integration points per element
such that at least six Gauss points are used along each axis
of the double ellipsoid. For example, if six elements are
placed along an axis within the ellipsoid, a single Gauss
point per element is required.

Time integration parameters also play an important
role. The double-ellipsoidal heat source should traverse
any given section in 10–20 time steps [48]. This requires
the time step size to be O cfþcr

nV w

� �
, where n = 10 � 20. For

example, for typical values cf + cr = 12 mm and
Vw = 4 mm s�1, the time step must be Dt = O(0.15 � 0.3) s.
Fig. 4. Fusion zone and heat-affected zone in a single-bead specimen of
Ti–6Al–4V built by SMD: macrograph vs. numerical solution using
Goldak et al.’s double-ellipsoidal heat source.
With a 2-D cross-sectional model, it is possible to
increase the time step as the torch moves away from the
section of analysis. When the heat source is crossing this
surface, i.e. �cf 6 z 6 cr, the time step is Dtmin =
(cf + cr)/(nVw). Once the torch has moved beyond this sec-
tion, the time step can be increased to allow for faster com-
putations. Because the deposition of each layer normally
takes 2–4 min, an enormous reduction in computational
effort is achieved by changing the time step in this way. If
a 3-D model were used, the correct representation of the
heat source would require using Dt = Dtmin throughout
the process.

5.1. Heat source during the deposition of SMD layers

The double-ellipsoidal heat source model is not capable
of reproducing the shape of the weld pool for the second,
third and subsequent layers in SMD. Fig. 5 shows a
macrograph of the top region of sample 22 (see Table 1)
where it appears that the bottom boundary of the FZ
has a convex shape and embodies about three layers, as
observed in Ref. [23] in a wall of Ti–6Al–4V built by laser
deposition. Indications of the predicted highest tempera-
tures reached during the deposition of the last layer using
the double-ellipsoidal model can be observed on the right-
hand side of this figure. Additionally, the contour line cor-
responding to the liquidus temperature of Ti–6Al–4V
(Tliq = 1660 �C), which can be assimilated to the bottom
boundary of the FZ, is plotted. Since heat has been distrib-
uted in double-ellipsoidal volume around the arc, the Tliq-
contour line has a concave shape that differs from
observations.

To better match experimental findings, the heat input
rate density is assumed to be uniformly distributed
throughout the last added layer, a hypothesis consistent
with Chiumenti et al. [13]. This assumption is consistent
with the artificial increase of conductivity for modelling
convective effects, which renders the heat distribution in
the melt more uniform. The distribution along the longitu-
dinal z axis is, however, assumed coincident with the dou-
ble-ellipsoidal model so as to match the steep gradient in
Fig. 5. Location of the boundary of the fusion zone in sample 22. On the
right, maximum temperature reached during the deposition of the last
layer as computed using the double-ellipsoidal heat source model [27].
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the front of the welding torch and the mild decay behind
the welding torch:

qðtIÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

Qffiffiffi
p
p

Xlayer
I

�
ff

cf
exp �3 zðtI Þ2

c2
f

� �
if zðtIÞ < 0

fr
cr

exp �3 zðtI Þ2
c2

r

� �
if zðtIÞ > 0

8><
>: ð17Þ

When the heat input density is assumed to be spatially uni-
form within the last deposited layer, the prediction of the
FZ is considerably more accurate with respect to the pre-
diction from the double-ellipsoidal model, as shown on
the left of Fig. 6.

5.2. Artificial thermal conductivity for convection effects

In all heat source models proposed to date, the artificial
increment of thermal conductivity to represent convection
effects in the liquid phase was assumed to be isotropic:

Dk ¼ ða� 1Þk I ð18Þ
where k is the thermal conductivity of the melt at rest and
a > 1 is a scalar. The solutions plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 (left)
were computed with a = 10.

A further improvement is achieved by realizing that heat
convection occurs mainly by slipping of the molten metal
in the last layer over the solidified substrate. Therefore,
the artificial increment of the heat conductivity should
operate mainly in this direction. We therefore define the
artificial increment of the heat conductivity to account
for convection effects as the orthotropic tensor:

Dk ¼ ða� 1Þk u� u ð19Þ
where k and a are defined as before and u is the unit vector
tangent to the bottom surface of the last added layer. On
the right of Fig. 6, we observe the plot of computed maxi-
mum temperature. It should be noted that the Tliq-contour
line now approaches experimental observations (Fig. 5,
left).
Fig. 6. Maximum temperature reached during the deposition of the final
layer, computed assuming that the welding heat is uniformly distributed
throughout the last added layer. On the left, the thermal conductivity is
increased isotropically to represent convection effects; on the right, this
increment acts only tangent to the bottom surface of the last added layer
(u direction).
6. Application

Heat transfer is analysed for all the samples shown in
Fig. 2 while assuming that heat flow is restricted to the
cross-section such that a 2-D model may be used.

With Ti–6Al–4V having an average diffusivity of
4 � 106m2 s�1 within the welding temperature range and
taking as characteristic dimension the side length (given
in Table 1), the Pclet number ranges from 41.7 for sample
50 to 187.5 for samples 21–23. Because Pe� 1, the cross-
sectional model is expected to be accurate enough for the
purposes of this work.

The geometrical model and typical mesh for the analysis
of this type of components are illustrated in Fig. 7. The
temperature distribution is assumed symmetric with respect
to the mid-plane of the wall; this assumption is supported
by the symmetrical thermal-driven bands of the macro-
graphs of Fig. 2.

After analysing the experimental samples we determined
that the top surface of each deposited layer can be accu-
rately described by a parabolic function; this concurs with
the observations made by Wu et al. [49] on single-pass TIG
beads.

Let tI > 0 be the time for which the deposition of layer
Xlayer

I begins. At a given time t in the time interval [tI,t_I+1),
the domain of analysis is XI ¼ X0 [ Xlayer

1 [ . . . Xlayer
I , where

X0 denotes the substrate sub-domain, coincident with the
entire domain at t0 = 0. The mesh should be constructed
such that the fact that the domain is subdivided into layers
(subdomains) is accounted for, as shown in Fig. 7.

Let CI be the boundary of XI, consisting of a portion
Csym

I laying on the symmetry axis, and hence adiabatic,
Fig. 7. Geometrical model for the analysis of sample 24.
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and a portion Xcr
I through which the piece exchanges heat

with the environment (the sealed argon-filled chamber) by
combined convection and radiation, such that
CI ¼ Csym

I [ Ccr
I and Csym

I \ Ccr
I ¼ ;. The boundary condi-

tions of the problem should be defined to be evolving in
time following the addition of layers.

A minimum time step of O(0.1 s) is used for tracking
the highly concentrated welding heat source with sufficient
accuracy while the heat source is traversing the section of
analysis. The time step is increased smoothly from this
value as the torch leaves, reaching a maximum value
(O(1 � 10 s), depending on the duration of each pass)
when the torch is farthest away. After this moment, it
decreases smoothly until the studied section is reached
again.

The welding heat source, as given by Eq. (16) during
TIG-wash and the deposition of the first layer or by Eq.
(17) after that, is defined assuming a equals half the thick-
ness of the bead, cf = b = a, cr = 4cf, ff = 2cf/(cf + cr)
= 2 � fr and the total heat input in arc welding is given
by Q = gV A, where V and A are the voltage and amperage
listed in Table 1, and g is the efficiency of the arc, assumed
to be equal to 0.7. Temperature-dependent material data
for Ti–6Al–4V were taken from Ref. [50].

As suggested by several authors [27,35,51–53], combined
convection and radiation are prescribed as boundary con-
ditions, thereby defining a convection-radiation heat trans-
fer coefficient:

hcr ¼ 2:41� 10�4eT 1:61 ð20Þ
where hcr is given in W m�2 K�1 for T given in K, and
e = 0.9 is the surface emissivity.

We aim to determine the size of the top region, which is
defined as the region where the peak temperature exceeded
Fig. 8. On the right side of each sample, the maximal temperature attained dur
the b-transus Tb 	 1000 �C during the last welding pass. To
this end, the map of the maximal temperature attained dur-
ing the deposition of the last layer inside the whole domain
is determined. The contour curve corresponding to Tb in
this map defines the interface between the top and the bot-
tom region.

Fig. 8 shows the location of this interface for all of the
studied samples. Numerical results fit qualitatively and
quantitatively well to what is observed in macrographs.
This figure indicates that the SMD parameters have a com-
plex influence on the height of the top region. The model
has been able to predict this region with accuracy.

Several authors have reported that the HAZ for cur-
rent-pulsed or spot TIG welding of Ti–6Al–4V has a
mainly martensitic microstructure due to the high cooling
rates [28–30]. However, we did not observe a considerable
amount of martensite in SMD of Ti–6Al–4V [2], or in
robotized TIG metal-wire deposition (RTMwD) of
Ti–6Al–4V [54,55]. According to Ahmed and Rack [56],
partial transformation of a phase into martensite a0 takes
place for cooling rates between 20 and 410 �C s�1 (both
measured at 900 �C). High cooling rates are observed at
900 �C through the HAZ after the deposition of the first
layer in SMD (Fig. 9a). However, this zone is reheated
above 1000 �C and then tempered when the next layer is
added (Fig. 9b). Note also that during the deposition of
the last layer, the cooling rate is sensibly lower than that
attained when the first layer was added (Fig. 9c).
Although the wall does not suffer any other reheating
after deposition of the final layer, the low cooling rate
attained at the end of the process suggests that very little
martensite may form in this zone and that it may not be
visible in macrographs. This explains why the microstruc-
ture observed in SMD-built Ti–6Al–4V components
ing the deposition of the final layer, where b-transus contour is highlighted.



(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 9. Cooling rate and temperature in sample 22: (a) cooling rate at 900 �C during the deposition of the first layer; (b) maximal temperatures attained
during the deposition of the second layer; (c) cooling rate at 900 �C during the deposition of the first layer.
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differs from that observed in spot or current-pulsed TIG
welding of the same alloy.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a thermal-microstructural model
that explains the complex thermal phenomena that take
place in the SMD process with an emphasis on the success-
ful prediction of the extent of the top region. The model is
2-D for accuracy and efficiency reasons: a fine spatial mesh
can be used and the entire interval of interest (2–3 h) can be
modelled using a fine time step (0.1 s) when needed.

The numerical model predicted that melt sliding on the
previously deposited material is an important means of
heat transfer that cannot be neglected. This effect was sim-
ulated using an artificially increased orthotropic conductiv-
ity along the transversal sliding direction.

Several important microstructural features in the pro-
duced components were explained by the model, allowing
the observed final microstructure to be related to the tem-
perature history at each point. The model correctly pre-
dicted the shape and extent of a top cupola with a
particular microstructure different from the layers below,
the absence of martensite, and the typically layered micro-
structure produced by cooling and reheating of a SMD-
built component.
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